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This publication has been prepared to meet the needs of users who

require interpretive capability information for soils shown on soil maps

recently compiled by the OIP for the Region . Information contained herein

may be applied to either Final Preliminary Soil Maps FP-19, FP-20, or FP-21,

which have been published and are available, or it may be applied to the

final maps when they are completed and published .

An explanation of the classification system, as well as the ratings

table and how to apply it, has been included in order to provide a

comprehensive interpretive package . When used in conjunction with the

aforementioned soil maps, soil capability ratings for agriculture and the

way they were arrived at can be determined .

PREFACE



BACKGROUND

In order to maintain consistency in the publication of soil

information for the Region, the classification system and soil capability

ratings for agriculture presented in this publication are based to a great

extent on those previously published for the Ottawa Urban Fringe area (I) .

In that publication, a regional classification system called the "Central

St . Lawrence Lowlands Soil Capability Classification for Agriculture" was

developed . Although based on the national Canada Land Inventory system

called "Soil Capability Classification for Agriculture" (2), refinements of

that system were incorporated to better suit their regional situation .

The regional classification system outlined in this publication is

similar in many respects to that developed for the Ottawa Urban Fringe .

However, modifications of that system have been incorporated for a number of

reasons . Due to differences in map scales and wider spacial distribution of

the soils outside the Urban Fringe area, representative 'soils could not be

mapped in the remainder of the Region which were identical to those defined

for the Urban Fringe . Some soils not found in the Urban Fringe area had to

be characterized in new Soil Associations . Also, Soil Associations which

were retained for consistency often required wider ranges in soil

characteristics and properties to adequately handle soil variability . Thus,

modifications of the parameters which define some soil limitations had to be

made . Secondly, a number of severe to extremely severe soil limitations are

present in some soils of the Region, which were recognized but not

adequately explained in the Urban Fringe System. A more thorough

explanation of these limitations, along with their application and affect on

soil capability, has been included in the regional system described herein .



FIGURE l . KEY MAP OF THE REGION SHOWING

THE AREA IN WHICH THE RATINGS APPLY
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A . GENERAL

THE CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The soil capability ratings for agriculture given in Table 4 have been

developed by applying a modified version of the Central St . Lawrence

Lowlands Soil Capability Classification for Agriculture . This

classification system differs from the national Canada Land Inventory system

due to refinements which have been made to the subclasses and how they are

applied . The classes arrived at in both systems, however, are similar .

While the national system allows only a limited number of subclasses to be

shown in its ratings, the modified regional system described here allows all

subclasses or limitations to be shown in each rating along with an

indication of its severity . In this way, a more systematic and precise

means of determining soil capability is possible .

As is the case in the national system, the modified regional system

described herein groups mineral soils into seven classes according to their

potential for the sustained production of common cultivated crops (corn,

small grains, forages) . When determining capabilities, these crops are

considered as a group and a general crop rating is arrived at . If each of

these crops are considered individually, the ratings may be different .

Organic soils, as well as specialty crops such as tobacco or tender fruits,

are not considered in this classification system .

Each rating in this classification system applies to a specific

landscape which is portrayed in one or more symbols on the soil maps . The

integral component making up any landscape is either a soil landscape or

land type unit, which is defined in the map legend and identifies the type

of soil(s) or nonsoil which occurs . When shown in a map symbol along with

surface stoniness and rockiness (if applicable), as well as topography, a

map unit is presented which can be evaluated for its agricultural

capability . If more than one soil landscape or land type unit is shown in a

map symbol, two map units or landscapes are present, and each is evaluated

for its agricultural capability .



E . RATING COMPONENTS

Two components make up each capability rating . These consist of the

capability class and the capability subclass or subclasses . Together, they

provide information about the degree and kind of limitation(s) present for

the map unit in question . The class reflects a grouping of subclasses which

have the same relative degree of limitation or hazard . It also indicates

the general suitability of the soil for the agricultural use indicated . The

class is the numeral at the front of each rating and an explanation of each

is as follows :

Class 1 : Soils in this class have no significant limitations in use

for common cultivated crops .

Class 2 : Soils in this class have a moderate limitation or combination

of minor limitations which restrict the range of crops or

require moderate conservation practices .

Class 3 : Soils in this class have a major limitation or combination of

lesser limitations which restrict the range of crops or

require special conservation practices .

Class 4 : Soils in this class have a severe limitation or combination

of lesser limitations which restrict the range of crops or

require special conservation practices, or both .

Class 5 : Soils in this class have a very severe limitation or

combination of lesser limitations which restrict their

capability to producing perennial forage crops ; improvement

practices are feasible .

Class 6 : Soils in this class are capable of producing only perennial

forage crops ; improvement practices are not feasible .

Class 7 : Soils in this class have no capability for arable culture or

permanent pasture .

The second component making up each rating is the capability subclass

or subclasses . These are shown after the class and identify the



limitations which are present . In contrast to the national rating system,

each subclass or limitation which is present is shown in a regional rating

along with an indication of its severity . Together, they determine the

appropriate capability class for the map unit . The kinds of subclass

limitations applied are generally the same as in the national system .

However, not all of those in the national system are employed, and those

which are have been further defined in terms of their severity . The kinds

of subclass limitations which do apply are as follows :

Subclass D :

	

Undesirable soil structure and/or permeability . The

soils are difficult to till, absorb water slowly, or the

depth of rooting zone is restricted .

Subclass F :

	

Low natural fertility due to a lack of available

nutrients, high acidity or alkalinity, low exchange

capacity, high levels of calcium carbonate or presence

of toxic components .

Subclass I :

	

Flooding (inundation) by rivers, streams or lakes .

Subclass M :

	

Low moisture holding capacity caused by adverse inherent

soil characteristics .

Subclass P :

	

Stoniness interfering with tillage, planting and

harvesting .

Subclass R :

	

Shallowness to solid bedrock . Solid bedrock is 1 m or

less from the surface .

Subclass T :

	

Adverse topography . Steepness and pattern of slopes

limits agricultural use .

Subclass V :

	

Variations in drainage within soil landscape units

resulting in significant variability in soil moisture

across the landscape .

Subclass W :

	

Excess water, other than from flooding, due to poor

drainage, high water table, seepage, or run-off from

surrounding areas .



C . SUBCLASS LIMITATIONS AND REFINEMENTS

Each subclass limitation has been further divided in the classification

system into different degrees of intensity or severity . By refining the

limitations in this way, and then applying an appropriate downgrading value

to each type and degree of limitation, classes can be determined more

systematically and a better indication of soil quality is presented .

Six degrees of intensity or severity have been established, which

consist of minor, moderate, major, severe, very severe, and extremely

severe . Minor, moderate and major degrees of severity were previously

applied in the classification system developed for the Ottawa Urban Fringe .

Severe, very severe, and extremely severe degrees of intensity or severity,

however, have their origin in the classification system described herein .

All of the previously identified types of subclasses or limitations

have been divided into minor, moderate and major degrees of severity, and

definitions of these are given in Table 1 . Respectively, they are

represented by a small case letter, an uppercase letter, and an uppercase

letter with an apostrophe e .g . w, W, W' . A minor limitation downgrades by

one-half a class, a moderate limitation by one class, and a major limitation

by two classes . Thus, two minor limitations are necessary to downgrade by

one class, and a soil with one minor limitation would remain in Class 1 .

The degree of severity of some types of subclasses or limitations, however,

is such that downgrading by three or more classes is necessary . To account

for this additional downgrading, those limitations have been further divided

into severe, very severe, and extremely severe degrees of intensity or

severity . They are represented, respectively, by an uppercase letter with a

quotation mark, an uppercase letter with an asterisk, and an uppercase

letter which is underlined e .g ., W", W*, W . A severe limitation downgrades

three classes, a very severe limitation four classes, and an extremely

severe limitation five classes . Only limitations P, R, T and W have been

divided further into these degrees of severity (see Table 3), and

definitions of each are given in Table 2 .



D . DETERMI14ING CAPABILITY CLASSES

The determination of capability classes depends on the degree of

severity of the limitations which are attributed to each map unit (see

Figure 2) . If the limitations are minor, moderate, major, or severe, an

additive process is used in which the downgrading values of all limitations

are added together to arrive at the number of classes the map unit should be

downgraded from Class 1 . Additively, the limitations can not downgrade the

map unit lower than Class 5, even though the limitations may indicate a more

severe downgrading . The reason for this class restriction is that the

individual severity of these limitations is such that each may contribute to

reduced capability down to Class 5, but individually or combined they are

not severe enough to warrant placing a soil in Class 6 because improvement

practices may be feasible .

If a very severe limitation has been attributed to a map unit, soil

capability can be no better than Class 5 .

	

The presence of a limitation with

this degree of severity automatically downgrades a map unit four classes,

thus restricting capability to the production of perennial forage crops .

Other limitations with equal or lesser severity may also be present, some of

which have been allowed to downgrade some map units further to Class 6 . In

these instances, the cumulative severity of the limitations would limit

capability to that of permanent pasture, and improvement practices would not

be feasible .

The presence of an extremely severe limitation is very restrictive

because improvement of that limitation is not practical, and soil capability

can be no better than Class 6 . Additional limitations of equal or lesser

severity may also be present, some of which have been allowed to downgrade

some map units further to Class 7 . In these instances, the cumulative

severity of the limitations makes any type of agricultural use impractical .

Exceptions to the class determination system do occur and must be

acknowledged . Because soil and land factors may occur at times in some

landscapes which are quite unique, it is difficult to devise a general

system which accounts for all limitations which may be present, especially

in regard to their combined effect on soil capability . For these reasons,

some capability classes arrived at have not been determined by strictly

applying the system as it has been described .
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CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM OF THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
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D' :

M'

TABLE 1 . DEFINED MAJOR, MODERATE, AND MINOR LIMITATIONS
(SUBCLASSES)

MAJOR

Massiveness, poor
structure and/or
firm to very firm
consistency in entire
soil profile causing
insufficient aeration
and slow moisture
absorption and
distribution .

F' : Very low nutrient
status and base
exchange capacity
due to very low
organic matter and/
or clay content
throughout the
rooting zone . High
acidity (pH <5 .5)
may also occur .

I' : Frequent land
flooding of extended
duration (>5 days)
during the growing
season .

F :

Soil droughtiness
in well to
excessively drained
deep sands and gravels
requiring irrigation
for normal crop
production under
average weather con-
ditions . Textures
include all sands or
gravelly sands, and Bt
horizons are absent .

M :

MODERATE

D : Massiveness, poor
structure and/or
firm consistency
causing poor aeration
and root penetration ;
mainly in the subsoil .

Low nutrient status
and/or moderate
nutrient imbalance
due to low organic
matter and/or clay
content in part of
or all of the rooting
zone .

Occasional inundation
of short duration
(45 days) causing
water tables of
extended duration
(>5 days) .

high

d :

f : Minor nutrient
deficiency or imbalance
which may affect some
crops .

m :

is

Soil droughtiness in
well to excessively
drained soils subject
to moisture deficien-
cies during dry years .
Soil characteristics
such as the presence
of Bt horizons, under-
lying finer material,
or coarse soil textures
having some clay and
silt, i .e ., loamy sands,
all provide some moisture
retention .

Undesirable structure
causing minor air and
water permeability
problems .

MINOR

Occasional, very brief
(1 day) inundation
along with a very high
water table and
affecting only deep-
rooted plants such as
alfalfa . Often used
with W' to indicate
local inundation .

Soil droughtiness in
well-drained fine sandy
loams or sandy loams .
Used as an indicator of
potential droughtiness
(not affecting rating)
in some instances .



TABLE 1 (cont'd)
MAJOR

P' :

R' .

T' .

Soils sufficiently
stony (3 to 15% of
surface) to signifi-
cantly increase the
difficulty of tillage,
planting and harvest-
ing . When more than
15% of the surface is
comprised of stones,
cultivation is further
restricted or becomes
impractical and addi-
tional downgrading is
required .

ing

P :

Soils with a re-

	

R:
stricted rooting zone
(hard rock at 50-100
cm depth) and having
localized rock outcrops
covering 2-10% of the
surface, OR, deep soils
(unrestricted rooting
zone) with localized
rock outcrops covering
10-25% of the surface .
Increases in rock out-
crops OR more restricted
rooting zones (hard rock
at less than 50 cm depth)
require additional down-
grad

Slopes of 10 to 15%
(1.100 m) affecting
machine workability
and requiring pro-
tection measures
against water erosion .
Soils with these slopes
cannot be rated higher
than Class 4 . Steeper
slopes require more
severe downgrading .

T :

MODERATE

Moderately stony

	

p :
soils (0 .1 to 3% of
surface) causing some
interference with
tillage, planting and
harvesting . Also
applied to stony soils
requiring regular
stone removal .

Soils with a
restricted rooting
zone (hard rock at
50-100 cm depth) or
deep soils with
localized rock out-
crops covering 2-10%
of the surface .

r :

Slopes of 6 to 9%

	

t :
(1.100 m) interfering
slightly with the use
of farm machinery
and requiring some
special conservation
practices to prevent
water erosion .

MINOR

Slightly stony soils
(less than 0 .1% of
surface) . The stones
offer slight to no
hindrance to culti-
vation . Also applied
to stony soils
requiring occasional
stone removal .

Solid, hard rock at
more than 1 m depth
or shattered soft rock
(shale) between 0 .5 and
and 1 m depth affecting
moisture distribution,
stoniness, etc .

Slopes of 3 to 5% not
interfering with the
use of farm machinery,
but causing some slight
water erosion and/or
lack of uniformity in
moisture distribution,
seed germination, and
plant growth .



TABLE 1 (cont'd)
MAJOR

V' : Repetitive V :
variations in drain-
age of two drainage
classes indicative of
severe soil moisture
differences occurring
across the landscape
and affecting
uniformity of plant
growth . Drainage
good or rapid on the
undulations to poor in
the depressions .
(Never used with W', W,
or M', M)

W' : Excessive wetness
associated with
poorly or very poorly
drained soils ;
improvement through
artificial drainage
is generally not
practical due to slow
perviousness or low
inherent fertility of
the soil material,
stoniness, complex
topography, lack of
municipal drain
outlets, or a
combination of these
factors . Excessive
moisture may persist
long enough to
suffocate plants .

W :

MODERATE

Repetitive vari-

	

v:
ations in drainage
of one drainage class .
Indicates moderate
soil-moisture dif-
ferences affecting
uniformity of plant
growth . Drainage
varying generally
from good to imper-
fect .
(Never used with W',
W, or M', M)

Wetness associated

	

w:
with poorly or very
imperfectly drained
soils ; artificial
drainage is feasible
and may be in place .
Occurs normally on
level or sloping soils
with restricted
drainage due to slow
perviousness of the
soil material, or
impervious mineral
substratum .

MINOR

Any minor variation in
drainage across the
landscape resulting in
a visible lack of
uniformity in crops .
Generally used as a
modifier to indicate
drainage variations
within map units .

Periodic wetness
associated with
imperfect drainage
in soils which are
moderately to rapidly
pervious .



P :

R :

W :

TABLE 2 . DEFINED EXTREMELY SEVERE, VERY SEVERE, AND SEVERE
SUBCLASSES (LIMITATIONS)

EXTREMELY SEVERE

Excessively stony
soils (more than 50%
of the surface) . The
soils are too stony to
permit cultivation,
and improvement is
not practical .

Soils with a very
restricted rooting
zone (hard rock at
20-50 cm depth)
and rock outcrops
covering 10-25% of
the surface . If more
than 25% of the surface
is covered by outcrops,
downgrading of six
classes may be applied .

_T : Slopes greater than
30% which make the
use of farm machinery
impractical .
Associated with
escarpments and
and eroded channels .

Excessive wetness
associated with poor
or very poor drainage .
Excessive moisture
occurs at or near the
surface for extended
periods during the
growing season, and
improvement by
artificial drainage
is not feasible .

- 14 -

VERY SEVERE

Soils with enough
stones (15 to 50%
of surface) to
prevent annual
cultivation ;
considerable clearing
must be done .

Soils with a
a restricted
rooting zone (hard
rock at 50-100 cm
and rock outcrops
covering 10-25% of
the surface, OR,
soils with a very
restricted rooting
zone (hard rock at
20-50 cm depth) and
rock outcrops
covering 2-10% of
the surface .

T* : Slopes of 16-30%
restricting machine
workability and
annual cultivation .
May require special
protection measures
against erosion .

SEVERE

R" : Soils with a very
restricted rooting
zone (hard rock at
20-50 cm depth) .



TABLE 3 . TYPES OF LIMITATIONS, ASSOCIATED DEGREES OF
SEVERITY, AND APPLICABLE DOWNGRADING VALUES

Downgrading
Value

	

5 4 3 2 1 1/2
(Classes)

Types of
Limitations :

Degre es of Severity*

Extremely Very Severe Major Moderate Minor
Severe Severe

* When a degree of severity is not shown for a limitation, it has not
been applied or defined .

D D' D d

F F' F f

I I' I i

M M 1 . M m

P P P* P' P p

R R R* R" R' R r

T T T* T' T t

V V' V v

W W W' W w



GUIDELINES USED IN RATING SOILS

A .

	

WETNESS W AND DRAINAGE VARIABILITY V

Natural soil drainage may be uniform or variable in map units .

The defined degrees of severity for wetness given in Tables 1 and 2 are

applied when drainage is uniform . However, when variations in drainage

occur within map units, limitations v, V, or V' may be applied, depending

on the contrast in soil moisture conditions . The minor limitation v is

usually applied along with w or W to indicate minor variations in drainage

which are not severe enough to warrant downgrading by one class . In most

instances, it is used when the secondary (significant) drainage component in

a map unit is not as well drained as the main (dominant) component, e .g ., a

poorly drained component in a generally imperfectly drained unit .

Limitations V and V', however, represent situations in which the

difference in soil moisture conditions is significantly more pronounced, and

the map unit must be downgraded accordingly . They are applied to map units

in which the main (dominant) component has a moisture deficiency (good to

rapidly drained), and the secondary (significant) component has a wetness

limitation (imperfect to poorly drained) . Uniformity of plant growth is

effected in these instances . Limitations V and V' are never used with W' .

W, M', or M because those limitations are accounted for when V and V'

limitations are applied .

B .

	

LIMITATIONS NOT AFFECTING THE RATING

Occasionally, limitations may be present and shown in some ratings

which have not been allowed to influence the class designation, although

they may do so in other ratings . Brackets are placed around these

limitations which are minor in terms of severity and occur in Class 1 to 5

ratings . One of the following reasons may apply to limitations given in

this way :

1 .

	

they may represent a potential limitation which may not occur

consistently, i .e ., moisture deficiency (m) applied when depth to

impermeable substratum is highly variable ;



2 .

	

they may represent a limitation which does not apply in a positive

way affecting the rating, i .e ., when the secondary drainage

component of a mapping unit is better drained than the main

component . This is the case in most (v) limitations, which

indicate better drained soils are present, but the wetness

limitation applied is based on the dominantly occurring poorer

drainage component ;

3 .

	

they are not severe enough to warrant downgrading some soils

further than the total downgrading value indicated by the other

limitations which are present, i .e . (t) in some ratings .

C .

	

ASSOCIATED STONINESS

In some soils, stones are present in significant amounts in the

material itself and will pose a continual hindrance to some degree of annual

cultivation even after normal stone removal . Stoniness limitations in some

ratings, therefore, may reflect this inherent or residual stone content and

not the surface stoniness . One example of associated stoniness occurs in

the Farmington Soil Association where a moderate stoniness limitation P

rather than minor limitation p is applied to soils with Stoniness Class 1

(S1) .

D .

	

LIMITATIONS REQUIRING LESS SEVERE DOWNGRADING

When subclasses F' and M' are both present, their combined downgrading

value is three classes rather than four, e .g . 4 F'M' . If each were allowed

to downgrade two classes, a downgrading to Class 5 would be too severe .

THE CAPABILITY RATINGS TABLE

When applied to the soil maps indicated earlier, the ratings table

(Table 4) provides the means of determining the agricultural capability of

the soils within any delineation shown on those maps . Since the soils

and/or nonsoils occurring within any delineation are represented by a map

unit or map units shown in the symbol on the .map, once the components of the

symbol are known, applicable agricultural capabilities can be determined

from the table .



In order to apply the table, one must first be aware of the following :

1 .

	

The letter "N," when it is shown in the Stoniness or Rockiness

Class column of the table, represents Nonstony and Nonrocky . When

a Stoniness Class (S) or Rockiness Class (R) component is not

shown in the symbol on the map, Nonstony and Nonrocky (N) is

implied .

2 .

	

When "NR" appears in the capability ratings, that map unit or

symbol has not been rated . The "NR" designation applies to

organic soils which can not be rated using this system .

3 .

	

Occasionally, slope classes may be given in some map symbols for

Land Type Unit components . These slopes are not required when

determining agricultural capabilities for those Land Type Units .

For this reason, the slope class column has been left blank .

4 .

	

When soil phases occur in map symbols, Soil Landscape Units

with soil phases, e .g ., GI-S, are rated separately from similar

Soil Landscape Units without those phases, e .g ., G1, because the

phase may affect capability .

HOW TO APPLY THE CAPABILITY RATINGS TABLE

Before the ratings table can be applied, one must first be familiar

with the components which make up a map symbol . Recognition of these

components is necessary since they are used as keys in the ratings table to

locate the applicable capability rating .

In general, a map symbol may be comprised of one or two map units . If

one map unit comprises the symbol, it is a simple map unit symbol and only

one capability rating is determined . If two map units comprise the symbol,

it is a compound map unit symbol and a capability rating for each must be

determined (see EXAMPLES) .

Once the number of map units which comprise a map symbol is

determined, the components which make up each map unit must then be

identified . These components consist of a soil landscape or land type unit,

a soil phase (if applicable), a stoniness or rockiness class (if



applicable), and a slope class . After these components are identified,

the ratings table can then be accessed and the appropriate capability rating

can be determined .

The following procedure should be followed when determining the

capability rating(s) for the map unit(s) represented by a map symbol :

1 .

	

Study the "Mapping Convention" (explanation of map symbols)

shown on the border of each map .

2 .

	

Locate the symbol on the map .

3 .

	

Determine the Soil Landscape or Land Type component(s) in the

symbol . Each of these comprise part of a map unit for

which a capability rating must be determined .

4 .

	

Determine the Slope, Stoniness and Rockiness Class component(s)

associated with each Soil Landscape or Land Type

component previously identified . Map units and their

components have now been determined .

	

Steps 5 to 9 must

be followed for each map unit .

5 .

	

In Table 4, locate the appropriate Soil Association or Land Type

denoted by the letters in the Soil Landscape or Land

Type Unit .

6 .

	

Having found the appropriate Soil Association or Land Type, locate

the specific Soil Landscape Unit (with or without phase)

or Land Type Unit which is listed horizontally across

the page . The capability rating will be shown somewhere

in the associated vertical column .

7 .

	

With the appropriate vertical column now determined, locate the

applicable slope class at the left side of the table .

8 .

	

Locate the applicable stoniness or rockiness class among the

group listed for each slope class . You have now keyed

to the appropriate horizontal line in which the rating

is given.

9 .

	

Follow horizontally along this line across the page to the

predetermined vertical column where the rating will be

shown .
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EXAMPLES

#1 SIMPLE (SINGLE) MAP UNIT SYMBOL

Map Symbol = C5
2*

Soil Landscape or Land Type Unit = C5

Slope = 2*

Stoniness or Rockiness Class = not shown, therefore
nonstony and nonrocky (N)

From Table 4, Ag . Cap . Rating = 3WF

#2 SIMPLE (SINGLE) MAP UNIT SYMBOL

Map Symbol = N4
R2 .3*

Soil Landscape or Land Type Unit = N4

Slope = 3*

Stoniness or Rockiness Class = R2 (Rockiness 2)

From Table 4, Ag . Cap . Rating = 6RP'ty '

#3 COMPOUND MAP UNIT SYMBOL

Map Symbol = NG2 - D3
2*

Soil Landscape or Land Type Units = NG2 and D3

Slope associated with first unit = 2*

Slope associated with second unit = 2*

Stoniness or Rockiness Classes = Not shown, therefore both
are nonstony and nonrocky
(N)

Ag . Cap . Rating of NG2 = 2W (dominant : more than 40%
2* of the area)

Ag . Cap . Rating of D3 = 2W (significant : 20-40% of
2* the area)

Therefore, Ag . Cap . Rating for
entire map symbol = 2W
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#4

	

COMPOUND MAP UNIT SYMBOL

Map Symbol

	

=

	

01 - F1

Explanation

S2 .3* - S2 .2*

Ag . Cap . Rating of 01

	

= 4MFPt (dominant)
S2 .3*

Ag . Cap . Rating of F1

	

= 5R"P (significant)
S2 .2*

Therefore, Ag . Cap . Rating for
entire map symbol

	

= 4MFPt - 5R"P

The area on the map represented by the compound map unit symbol is
dominantly 4MFPt and applies to more than 40% of the area . A
significant amount of the area is 5R"P which occurs to a lesser extent
and applies to 20-40% of the area .



STONINESS
OR

;LOPE ROCKINESS
CLASSLASS

Sl 41IFtp

S3 5P'MFt

SOIL ASSOCIAT10N OR LAND TYPE,,Soil Landsca

KARS &(Continued)

Soil Landscap~Units

Kl

	

K2

	

( K3 )

	

K4

	

K5

3,3* S2 4MFPt 4FPtwv 41

4MFT

	

4

S1 4MFTp

	

4MFTp

4,4* S2 SMFTP 5FPTwv St~

S3 5P'MFT

5,5* S2 5T'MFP

Land Type Units

LD

4TDW

FPt

Tp

4MFtp

#5 EXAMPLE OF LOCATING A CAPABILITY

RATING IN TABLE 4

MAP UNIT SYMBOL = K3

S2,4
SOIL LANDSCAPE UNIT = K3

SLOPE =

	

4

LANDSLIDE (LD)

	

STONINESS OR ROCKINESS = S2
CLASS

AG, CAP, RATING =

	

SMFTP

v
NN
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TO
'

SS _
	

M

	

TABLE 4 .

	

SOI-PAB

	

Y

	

NGSMFOR AG

	

TU
SLOPE - ROCKINESS
CLASS CLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

ANSTRUTHER (A)

Soil Landscape Units

A1

S1 5R"PFt

S2 5R"PFt

3,3* S3 5R"P'Ft

R1 5R*PFt

R2 6RP'Ft

S1 5R"FTp
i

4,4*
S3 5R"P'FT N

R1 5R*PFT i

R2 6RP'FT

RECENT ALLUVIUM (AR)

Land Type Units

AR1 AR2

5I'W' 5I'WF

BEARBROOK (B)

Soil Landscape Units

B1 B2 B3 B4

1,1*
2,2*

N 3DW 3WD WD 3DW



STONINESS
OR

SLOPE ROCKINESS
CLASS CLASS

3,3* N 3DWt

4,4* N 4DTW

1,1* N NR
2,2*

3,3*

4,4*

SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca
BEARBROOK (B) (Continued)

Soil Landscape Units

B1 B2 B3 B4

BORROMEE (BE)

Soil Landscape Units

BE1

CASTOR (C)

Soil Landscape Units

C2 C3 C4 C5 C5 " S

1,1* N

	

2Fw 2Fw(v) 3W(v)F 3WF 4WRF
2,2*

	

.
N

	

2Fw(t) M(v) (t)

R2

	

4R'Ftw(v)

N 3TFw 3TFw(v)

R2

	

4R'TFw(v)



STONINESS
OR

SLOPE ROCKINESS
;,LASS CLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landscape or Land Type Units, and Capability Ratings

CHATEAUGUAY (CH)

Soil Landscape Units

CH3 CH4 CH4 " S CH5 CH6 CH7

N 2W 1w 2Rw 2W 2W

1,1* S1 2Wp
2,2*

S2 3WP

N 2wt 2wt
3,3*

S1 2wtp
i

4,4* N 2Tw 2Tw N
(31

DALHOUSIE (D)

Soil Landscape Units

D1 D2 D2 " C D3 D3 " C D3 " S D4 D4 " 0 D5

N 1w 2wv 2wv 2W 2W 3RW 3W' 3W'i 2W(v)

1,1* S2 3WP
2,2*

R1 3RW

N 1w (t) 2wvt 3RWt
3,3*

R1 3Rtw

N 3Twv 4RWT
4,4*

R1 3RTw



STONINESS
' OR

;LOPE ROCKINESS
;LASS CLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

ERODED CHANNELS (ER)

Land Type Units

ER

7T

FARMINGTON (F)

Soil Landscape Units

F1 Fl " F F2 F2 " F F3 F3 " 0 F4 F4 " F F5 F6

N 7WR"p 7WR"Pi 5R"Pv
I

S1 5R"P 5R"Pw 7WR"P 5R"Pv 6R"PV 6R"V'P Nv
I

1,1*
S2 5R"P 5R"Pw 5R"Pw 7WR"P 5R"Pv 6R"PV 6R"V'P

2,2* S3 5R"P' 7WR"P' 5R"P'v 6R"-P'V'

R1 5R*P 5R*Pv 6R"PV

R2 6RP' 6RP' 6RP'w 7WRP 6RP'v 7RP'V 7RP'V'

S1 5R"Pt 5R"Ptw 5R"Ptv 6R"PVt 6R"V'Pt

S2 5R"Pt 5R"Ptw 5R"Ptv 6R"PVt 6R"V'Pt

3,3*
S3 5R"P't 5R"P'tv 6R"P'V't

S4 6P*R"t 6P*R"t

R1 5R*Pt

R2 6RP't -- 6RP'ty

4,4* S1 5R"PTw 6R"PVT



4,4*

5,5*

' STONINESS
OR

SLOPE ROCKINESS
CLASS CLASS

F1 Fl " F F2 F2 " F F3 F3 " 0 F4 F4 " F F5 F6

S2 5R"PT

	

5R"PTv

	

6R"PVT 6R"V'PT

S3 5R"P'T

	

5R"P'Tv

	

6R"P'V'T

S4 6P*R"T

S2 5R"T'P

SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

FARMINGTON (F) (Continued)

Soil Landscape Units

R2 6RP'T

	

6RP'Tv

i
S3

	

5R"P'T'v
00

S4 6P*R"T'

R2 7RT'P'

	

- - 7RT'P'v

1,1 *

	

N

	

NR
2,2*

1,
1* N

NR
2,2*

GOULBOURN (GB)

Soil Landscape Units

GB1

GREELY (GY)

Soil Landscape Units

GY 1



STONINESS
OR

SLOPE ROCKINESS

i
N

;LASS CLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR

GRENVILLE (G)

Soil Landscape Units

G1,G1 " C GI " S G2,G2 " C

LAND TYPE,

G2 " S

Soil Landsca

G3,G3 " C G3 " 0 G3 " S G4 G5 G5 " S G6
N - 4W' ip

SI lp 3RP 2pw 3RPw 3W'p 5W'RP 2pv 3Wvp 5W'I'p

1,1*
2,2*

S2 2P 2Pw 3RPw 4W'P 5W'RP 2Pv 3WPv 4RPWv

S3 3P' 4P'R 3P'w 5W'P' 3P'v 4P'Wv 5W'P'I'

R1 3RPw

R2 4R'Pw

Soil Landscape Units (Continued)

G6 " 0 G6 " S

N 5W'I'p

S1 7WI'RP

1,1*
2,2*

S2-
7WI'RP

S3 7WI'P'R

Rl

R2



STONINESS
OR

;LOPE ROCKINESS
:LASS

	

CLASS

	

SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

HUNTLEY (H)

Soil Landscape Units

H1

NR

GRENVILLE

Soil

G1,G1 " C

(G)

Landscape

G1 " S

(Continued)

Units

G2,G2 " C G2 " S G3,G3 " C G3 " 0 G3 " S G4 G4 " S G5

S1 2pt 3RPt 2wpt 2pvt 4RPty 3twvp

S2 2Pt 3RPt 3Pwt 3Pvt 4RPty 3Ptwv

3,3* S3 3P't 4P'Rt 4P'wt 4P'vt 5P'Rty

S4 5P*t 5P*Rt 5P*tv

S5 6Pt

S1 2Tp 3Tpv 4RTPv 3Twvp

4,4*
S2 3TP 4RPT 3PTw 3TPv 4RTPv 4TPwv

S3 4P'T 5P'RT 4P'Tv 5P'RTv

S4 5P*T 5P*RT 5P*Tv

S1 4T'pv

5,5*
S2 4T'P 4T'Pv

S3 5T'P'
--

5T'P'v

54 6P*T' 6P*T'v



STONINESS
OR

LOPE ROCKINESS
LASS CLASS

3,3*

4,4*

5*,5

IRONSIDE (I)

SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

Soil Landscape Units

Ii Iles 12 12-S 13 13-S 14 15 16

N 3F' 4F'R 3F'w 4F'Rw 4W'F 5W'RF

	

4W'F
1,1*
2,2* Sl

	

4F'wp

	

4W'Fp

N 3F't

	

3F't

Sl 4F'tp 5F'Rtp

	

4F'tpw

S2 4F'Pt 5F'RPt 5F'Pwt

S3 5F'P't

N WT

	

WT

S1 4F'Tp 5F'RTp

	

5F'Tpw

S2

	

5F'RTP

S3 5F'P'T

N 5F'T'

	

5F'T'

Sl 5F'T'p

JOCKVALE (J)

Soil Landscape Units

J1

	

Jl " S

	

J2

	

J3

	

J4

	

J4 " F

	

J4 " S

	

J5

	

J5 " S

	

J6

	

J6 " 0

1,1*

	

N

	

3F'v(m) 4F'Rv 3F'w 4F'Wv 4W'(v)F 3W'(v)f 5W'RF 4W'F 5W'RF 5W'I'F 5W'I'f

Z,2*



STONINESS
OR

LOPE ROCKINESS
CLASS.LASS

3,3*

4 ,4*

1,1*
2,2*

Sl

SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

JOCKVALE (J) (Continued)

Soil Landscape Units (Continued)

J7 J7 " S J8

1,1* N 3F'(m) 4F'R 5F'V'
2,2*

JOCKVALE (J) (Continued)

Soil Landscape Units

e or Land Type Units, and Capability Ratings

J1 J1 " S J2 J3 J4 J4 " F J4 " S J5 J5 " S J7 J8

N

	

4F'tv(m)

	

4F'tw 5F'Wvt 4W'(v)Ft

	

3F't(m) 5F'V't

S1

	

4F'twp

N

	

4F'Tv(m)

	

4F'Tw

	

5W' (v) FT

	

4F'T m

	

5F'V'T

KARS (K)

Soil Landscape Units

Kl K2 K3 K4 K5

4FWvp 3MFp 3Fwv

3MFp 4FWvp

	

3Fwvp

S2

	

4FPWv 4FPwv

3,3* N 4MFtp

	

4MFtp

wN
i



STONINESS
OR

;LOPE ROCKINESS
LASS CLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

LANDSLIDE (LD)

Land Type Units

LD

4TDW

KARS (K) (Continued)

Soil Landscape Units

KI K2 K3 K4 K5

S1 4MFtp 4MFtp

3,3* S2 4MFPt 4FPtwv 4MFPt

S3 5P'MFt

N 4MFT 4MFTp

S1 4MFTp 4MFTp

4,4* S2 5MFTP 5FPTwv 5MFTP w
w
1

S3 5P'MFT

5,5* S2 5T'MFP



' STONINESS
OR

SLOPE ROCKINESS
CLASSCLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

LEITRIM (L)

Soil Landscape Units

1,1*
N

L1 L2 L3

2fw

L4 L5 L7 L8

3Wvfp

L9 L9'S

2,2* S1 2fvp

N 2ft 2fvt 2fvt 3fvtp 2ft 3Rft

3,3* S1 2ftp 3ftvp 3fvtp 2ftp

S2 3Pft 4Pftwv 3Pfty 4RPtf

N 2Tf 3Tfv 3Tfv

4,4* S1 3Tfp 3Tfvp 3Tfvp 3Tfp

S2 3TPf 4PTfwv 4TPfv 4RTPf

5,5* N 4T'fv

LEMIEUX (LE)

Soil Landscape Units

LE1

1,1*
2,2*

N NR



CLASS

OR
SLOPE ROCKINESS

CLASS

MK1

1,1* N NR
2,2*

1,1* N NR
2,2*

SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

MALAKOFF (MK)

Soil Landscape Units

MANOTICK (M)

Soil Landscape Units

Ml M1 " S M3 M4 M5 M6 M6 " C M7 M7 " 0

N

	

3FMv 4RFMv 3FWv 3FW

	

4W'(v)F 4W'F 4W'F 5W'I'F 5W'I'f

S1

	

3FWp
1,1*
2,2* S2

	

4FPWv

3,3* N 4FMvt

	

3Ftwv 3Fwt

4,4*

	

N

	

4FMTv

	

4FTwv

	

3FTw

MER BLEUE (MB)

Soil Landscape Units

MB1



STONINESS
OR

;LOPE ROCKINESS
:LASS CLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landscape or Land T

MILLE ISLES (MI)

Soil Landscape Units

R1

	

7WR*P

R2

	

7WRP

Mil M13 M13-0 M14 M15 M16

1,1*
2,2*

N 4F'M' 5W'FI 5W'FI 4F'IIw 5F'V' 5W' (v) F'

3,3* N 4F'M't 5F'V't

4,4* N 5F'M'T 5F'V'T

5,5* N 5F'V'T'

MARSHLAND (ML)

Land Type Units

ML

7WI'

NEPEAN (N)

Soil Landscape Units

N1 N3 N4 N5

N 5R"P

S1 6R"PV

1,1*
2,2*

S2 5R"P



STONINESS
OR

;LOPE ROCKINESS
CLASSLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

NEPEAN (N) (Continued)

N 5R"Pt

S1 5R"Pt

S2 5R"Pt

S3 5R"P't

3,3* S4 6P*R"t

Rl 5R*Pt

S2 5R"PT

4,4* S3 5R"P'T

Soil Landscape Units

N1 N3 N4 N5

R2 6RP't

	

6RP'ty

R2 6RP'T

	

6RP'Tv

NORTH GOWER (NG)

Soil Landscape Units

3,3* N 2wt

	

2wvt

NG1 NG1 " S NG2 NG2 " C NG2 " S NG2-CS NG3 NG4 NG4 " 0 NG5

1,1* N lw 2Rw 2W 2W 3RW 3RW

	

3W' 3W'i 2W
2,2*



STONINESS
OR

LOPE ROCKINESS
;LASS

	

CLASS

	

SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landscape or Land Type Units, and Capability Ratings

NORTH GOWER (NG) (Continued)

Soil Landscape Units

NG1 NG1 " S NG2 NG2 " C NG2 " S NG2 " CS NG3 NG4 NG4 " 0 NG5

3,3*
RI 3RWt 3Rwvt

R2 4R'Wt

N - 3Twv

4,4* R1 4RWT 4RTWV

R2 5R'WT i

OKA (0)

Soil Landscape Units

01 01-S 02 02-S 03 05

w
00

1,1*
S1 4MFP 4MFPw 5MFPRw

2,2* S2 4MFPw

N 4MFpt 4F'Mt 3FMt

S1 4MFPt 5MFPRt 5F'Mpt

S2 4MFPt 5MFPRt 5F'MPt

3,3* S3 5P'MFt

S4 5P*MFt

S5 6PMFt



STONINESS
OR

SLOPE ROCKINESS

i
w

CLASS CLASS

OKA (0)

Soil

01

SOIL ASSOCIATION

(Continued)

Landscape Units

01-S 02

OR LAND

02-S

TYPE, Soil

03

Landscape or Land T

05

3,3* R2 6R*P'MFt

N 4FMT

Sl 5MFPT 5MFPTR 5F'MTp

4,4*
S2 5MFPT 5F'MTP

S3 5P'MFT

S4 5P*MFT

S5 6PMFT

S2 5T'MFP

5,5*
S3 5T'P'MF

S4 5P*T'MF

S5 6PT'MF

6,6* S4 7T*P*MF



CLASS

3,3*

STONINESS
OR

SLOPE ROCKINESS
CLASS

N

	

2Fw 2Fw 3W(v)F 3WF 3WF 2Wf 3Wfi 3Wfi 4WRF 4WRfi 3Fwv
1,1*
2,2* R1

	

4RWF

N 3Fwt

	

-

	

3Fwvt

4,4* N 3FTw

	

4FTwv

OTTAWA (OT)

5,5* N 5F'M'T'

SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

OSGOODE (OS)

Soil Landscape Units

OS1 OS1 " C OS2 Os3 OS3 " C OS3 " F OS3 " FO OS3 " 0 OS3 " S OS3 " SO OS4

Soil Landscape Units

OT1 OT2 OT3

1,1* N

	

4F'Wv
2,2*
3,3* N

	

4F'Vt

4,4* N

	

5F'M'T 5F'VT



"LASS

STONINESS
OR

;LOPE ROCKINESS
CLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

QUEENSWAY (Q)

Soil Landscape Units

Q1 Q1 " S Q3 Q4

1,1* S1 2fp 3Wfp
2,2*

N 3Rft

S1 2fpt 3fpty

3,3* S2 3Pft 4RPft 4WPft 3Pfty

S3 4P' f t 4P' f tv

R2 5R'P'fty

S1 3Tfp 3Tfpv

S2 3TPf

4,4* S3 4P'Tf 5P'Tfv

R2 5R'P'Tfv

S2 4T'Pf
5,5*

S3 5T'P'fv

REEVECRAIG (RE)

Soil Landscape Units

RE1 RE2 RE3

1,1* N 3FWv 4W' (v) F 4W'F
2,2*



STONINESS
OR

SLOPE ROCKINESS
CLASS CLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil Landsca

RIDEAU (R)

Soil Landscape Units

R1 R2 R3 R3 " C R3 " S R4 " 0 R5

1,1* N 3DW 3DWv 3DW 3DW 4RDW 4W'Di
2,2*
3,3* N 3DWt 3DWv(t) 3DWt(v)

4,4* N 4TDW 4DTWv 4DTW(v)

5,5* N 4T'Dw 4T'Dw

ROCKLAND (RK) i

Land Type Units N
i

RK1 RK2 RK3 RK4

7R' 7R'T' 7R'T' 7R'

ST . THOMAS (ST)

Soil Landscape Units

ST1 ST2 ST3 ST4 STS ST6 ST7 ST8

1,1* N 4F'V 5F'V' 4F'Wv 5W'(v)F' 5W'F' 5W'(v)F' 4F'V
2,2*
3,3* N 4F'M't 4F'Vt 5F'V't 5F'Wvt 5W'(v)F't 4F'Vt

N 5F'M'T 5F'VT 5F'V'T 5F'Twv 5W' (v) F'T 5F'VT
4,4*

R1 5F'M'TR



STONINESS
OR

SLOPE ROCKINESS

ESCARPMENT (X)

Land Type Units

XI X2 X3

6T 7TF' 7RT

CLASS CLASS SOIL ASSOCIATION OR LAND TYPE, Soil

ST . THOMAS (ST) (Continued)

Soil Landscape Units

Landsca

ST1 ST2 ST3 ST4 ST5 ST6 ST7 ST8

N 5F'M'T' 5F'V'T'
5,5*

R1 5F'M'T'R

UPLANDS (U)

Soil Landscape Units

Ul U3 U8 Ull U13 U15 i
,cam

1,1* N 4F'Wv 5W'(v)F' 5W'F'
w

2,2* i

N 4F'M't 4F'Vt 5F'Wvt 4F'M't
3,3*

S2 5F'M'Pt

N 5F'VT 5F'Twv
4,4*

S2 5F'M'TP




